Presents
A unique and exciting package of Tea Dances, Evening Balls, Dance Classes & Cabaret Turns. A
stylish Bespoke Dance Extravaganza tailored for your
Summer celebration, Christmas party, wedding, or corporate event
Waltz, Foxtrot, Tango, Jive… Strictly Ballroom, Sultry Latin or Scintillating Swing…
Beautiful gowns, great music, and the wonderful opportunity for everyone to put
on their dancing shoes and trip the light fantastic. Let Ragroof Theatre create a
glamorous event specially tailored to your needs

•

Tea Dances: Options range from our ‘bare necessities’ package of DJ and dance teacher through
to our fully inclusive package which includes dance displays and a catered tea and tasty cakes
service, delivered by ‘nippies’ in 20s waitress outfits

•

A Glamorous Evening Ball or Themed Party: From the Roaring 20s to the Swinging 40s; from
High Society ballroom glamour to Mambo Jambo Latin rhythms and Jump Jive – we have the
music, the dance teachers, and the choreographed dance displays to create a fabulous evening’s
entertainment

•

Classes and Workshops in Ballroom, Latin and American Social Dancing that we can bring to
your venue, organisation or event, either accompanying a Tea Dance or Themed Party, or booked
independently, from two hours to a whole day – a one‐off taster or a series of classes

•

Cabaret: We can provide a ten, fifteen or twenty‐minute ‘partner dance’ routine. A one‐couple
cabaret performance piece or full‐company dancefloor display tailored to your needs (e.g. The
Charleston, The Etiquette Waltz, The Wallflower Tango, The ‘In These Shoes?’ Mambo‐Cha)

Ragroof Theatre are a highly trained and experienced company with a reputation for delivering quality
dance theatre performances (indoors and outdoors), tea dances, events, and classes/workshops in a wide
variety of contexts. Our productions are famous for their attention to detail: beautiful period costumes,
authentic music and dance steps, and a theatrical delight in the observation of the etiquette of partner
dance are an intrinsic part of the occasions we create!
‘Witty, moving, energetic and well executed… Ragroof Theatre captures the past, without ever being
sentimental.’
Angus MacKechnie, Watch This Space at the National Theatre
We are here to help you plan your event. Contact:
Laura Wright info@ragrooftheatre.co.uk T: 01273 699 733
Dorothy Max Prior max@ragrooftheatre.co.uk M: 07752 142 526
To find out more about us see www.ragrooftheatre.co.uk

